We offer guidance and advice on the care, conservation and development of cathedrals. Our guidance sets out what the Commission expects of an application and some of the considerations relevant to making decisions.

We want to help you

**Access works in cathedrals**

**Lighting and sound equipment in cathedrals**

Choose the right equipment for your building
Liturgical Furnishings

Liturgical plans

Loans of objects

New art in cathedrals

Let us help you through the commissioning process
Guidance on making an application

Conservation management plans

Visitor Engagement Plans for Cathedrals

Contested heritage

Help on how physical artefacts may impact on mission and worship
Cathedral Inventories

Enabling every cathedral to compile its inventory

Also of interest

Advice and guidance for church buildings

Making changes to your building

Let us help you develop your project
Grants for cathedrals

Sustainable cathedrals

The Environment and Sustainability

Statement on sustainability which informs our decision-making process